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Summary 
 
Monitoring was carried out during the excavation of footing trenches for an extension to the rear 
of 97 Risbygate Street.  At least 18 pits were identified with a wide range of dates represented.  
The earliest pit group dates from the 13th-14th centuries, a single large posthole was the only 
contemporary structural evidence.  There was no evidence from the finds recovered from the pits 
to indicate which activities may have taken place on the site beyond basic domestic 
consumption.   
 
Introduction 
 
A programme of archaeological monitoring was carried out at land to the rear of 97 Risbygate 
Street, Bury St Edmunds (Fig. 1; TL 8505/6449) during the excavation of footing trenches (Fig. 
2).   
 
The monitoring conditions were given in a ‘brief and specification’ drawn up by Robert Carr for 
the local planning authority (Appendix 1).  Work on the site was carried out in two phases.  An 
initial soil strip reduced the site by c.0.8m.  In the second stage footings were dug across the site 
and generally shallower trenches around the edge for a ring beam.   
 
Interest in the site is based on its position along one of the principal routes into the medieval 
town (the origins of the street may go back further into the Late Saxon period although this 
hypothesis is yet to be proved).  A medieval pub adjoins the site and other sites along this street 
have yielded evidence of extensive pit digging.  The potential to recover a long sequence of 
occupation from this plot is quite high.   
 
Method 
 
The site was visited during the reduction of the site level.  This involved the removal of post-medieval soils and 
several large blocks of concrete.  It was decide to concentrate efforts on observing the footing trenches as they were 
excavated.  During this excavation limited hand digging of selected features took place and spoil removed by 
machine was examined.  Inevitably there is a risk of mixing finds in this way and for example two adjoining deep 
pits of similar appearance and were excavated under a single context number, 0007.  A 1:50 plan of the footings was 
annotated and selected sections were recorded.  A single context numbering system was applied during which cut 
and fill numbers were not separated.  The finds are held at Shire Hall, Bury St Edmunds.   
 
Results 
 
The footings were excavated by machine.  These varied in depth with the side footings generally 
shallower.  Where the cross-footings were interrupted by pits, or where the structural needs of 
the building required it, the pits were totally excavated within the trenches.  Features are 
discussed from south to north across the site.   
 
A large footing was excavated alongside the entrance to the site from the existing retail area and 
connected with a 1m wide cross trench.  There was also a limited excavation alongside the 
building.  A rectangular flat-bottomed feature 0009 was partly hand dug.  It was filled with a 
very sterile clay fill and is suggested to be a large posthole (Fig. 2).  The posthole was cut by part 
of an infilled cellar.  This feature was not investigated but is thought to be 18th century or 
earlier.  Next to the posthole was a large deep pit 0010.  It was dug through an orange sand and 
then into chalk, where the pit expanded becoming bell shaped.  It was not completely excavated 
at c.2.5m and only a sample of brick was recovered.  This area was examined closely for any 
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indications of structural evidence, such as postholes which might relate to 0009, but none was 
visible.   
 
The next cross trench contained two pits.  The upper fills were recovered under context 0002, the 
lower fills as 0007.  Both pits were circular with steep sides, the western pit was c.2m deep cut 
by the eastern pit which was c.2.5m. deep.  The fills were very similar, being an homogenous 
brown loam with concentrations of chalk.  The 13th century dating provided by the finds for 
contexts 0002 and 0007, combined with the common shape and fill of these pits, suggests they 
were close in date.   
 
Pit 0004 was only partially uncovered and tile fragments suggest it was post-medieval in date.  
No relationship could be established between this pit and 0005, from which more finds were 
excavated (it was excavated to a greater depth in the cross trench).  It is dated 16th century from 
a modest quantity of finds retrieved.  A sample only of the many shellfish remains was retrieved.  
A small pit, 0021, 0.5m deep was mostly removed in the cross trench but the excavation was not 
seen.  The fill was a friable grey brown loam — an appearance which suggests it was post-
medieval.   
 
At the east end of this cross trench were three pits; 0013 was only 0.5m deep and was similar in 
fill to 0021, it is dated 16th-17th century.  Pits 0014 and 0015 were inter-cut below ground; this 
was due to 0014 being straight-sided to a depth of 1.2m at which point it belled out into the 
natural chalk.  It was excavated to a depth of c.2.4m.  Pit 0015 was not fully excavated and 
produced no finds.  From the fill type, which was a distinctive green brown loam, and the lack of 
finds, we can suggest it was medieval but this was not confirmed.   
 
North of these features, at the junction with the next cross trench, was a shallow pit c.0.4m deep, 
0016, which contained a green-brown loam fill.  Pit 0016 was probably 16th century with a more 
modern brick being intrusive.  The cross trench cut through a large modern disturbance, 0017.  
The excavation of pit 0008, which was 1.3m deep, was not seen.  It had a grey brown friable fill, 
which suggests it was post-medieval but this cannot be confirmed.  At the west end of this cross 
trench was pit 0003; most of this feature was dug away because it was very shallow, although up 
to 1.4m wide.  It contained a substantial collection of pottery from which a large sample was 
retrieved and is dated to the late 18th century.  A hoard of tokens, contained within a pot, is of a 
similar date (see below, Finds).  Pit 0006 was only partly dug, lying below pit 0003.  It is also 
dated to the late 18th century, although given the quantity of finds from 0003 the possibility that 
some of the finds from 0006 are intrusive should be considered.   
 
North of 0003 at the next cross section were two pits 0022 and, below it, 0012.  The former pit 
cut the latter although only a small sample was seen as it was mostly contained within the 
shallow west wall footing trench, and no finds were recovered.  A substantial proportion of pit 
0012 was removed and much of this was hand dug.  It was c.1.2m deep and was filled with 
brown loam.  This feature was dug rapidly and although animal bones were plentiful, only a tiny 
proportion could be recovered.  It is dated from the pottery to the 13th-14th centuries, which is of 
particular interest given the presence of building stone within the fill.   
 
Pit 0023 further along the cross trench was 0.5m deep and filled with a friable brown loam.  No 
finds were recovered.  No further pits were identified until the next cross trench and these have 
been grouped under context 0024 as they were all recent and included modern bricks which were 
not recovered.  A large concrete slab was excavated from this area before the trenching began.  
At the very east end of this trench, and in the edge of the north-south footing was pit 0019 which 
was 0.4m deep and only sampled.  It is dated 17th-18th centuries.  Close to this pit along the 
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final cross trench was pit 0018.  It was 0.7m deep and is dated post-medieval although only a 
small sample was excavated.  Two further pits, 0025 and 0020, were defined but not excavated.   
 
The Finds, by Sue Anderson 
 
Introduction 
Table 1 shows the quantities of finds collected during the monitoring.  A full quantification by 
context is included as Appendix 3.1. 
 

Find type No. Wt/g 
Pottery 335 6547 
CBM 62 7774 
Fired clay 2 2 
Stone 2 105 
Mortar/plaster 4 42 
Glass 4 176 
Clay pipe 8 32 
Slag 1 31 
Iron 5 79 
Copper alloy 16 162 
Animal bone 166 2191 
Shell 16 148 
Charcoal 2 - 

Table 1. Finds quantities. 
 
Pottery 
Introduction 
Three hundred and thirty-five sherds of pottery weighing 6547g were recovered from the site.  
Table 2 shows the quantification by fabric.  A full quantification by context is included in 
Appendix 3.2. 
 

Fabric Code  No Wt/g eve 
Early Medieval Ware EMW 3.10 11 50  
Bury Sandy Ware BSW 3.30 2 11  
Bury Sandy Fine Ware BSFW 3.31 15 242 0.22 
Bury Coarse Sandy Ware BCSW 3.32 3 120  
Bury Medieval Coarse Ware BMCW 3.33 109 1975 0.60 
Bury Medieval Coarse Ware Gritty BMCWG 3.34 4 27  
Unprovenanced Glazed UPG 4.00 1 8  
Grimston-type Ware GRIM 4.10 1 40  
Mill Green Ware MGW 4.22 1 1  
Hedingham Fine Ware HFW1 4.23 14 171  
Bury Glazed Ware (?) BGW 4.33 1 25  
Total medieval   162 2670 0.82 
Late Medieval and Transitional LMT 5.10 5 158  
Iron Glazed Black Wares IGBW 6.11 16 703  
Glazed Red Earthenware GRE 6.12 21 663 0.24 
Speckle-glazed Ware SPEC 6.15 1 36 0.15 
Post-Medieval White Wares PMWW 6.20 1 17 0.16 
Tin Glazed Earthenwares TGE 6.30 22 475 0.21 
Total late to post-medieval   66 2052 0.76 
Creamwares CRW 8.10 81 768  
Pearlware PEW 8.11 24 219  
English Stoneware Nottingham-type ESWN 8.22 1 53 0.10 
English Stoneware Staffordshire-type ESWS 8.23 1 785 0.18 
Total refined wares   107 1825 0.28 
Total   335 6547 1.86 

Table 2. Pottery quantification. 
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Methodology 
Quantification was carried out using sherd count, weight and estimated vessel equivalent (eve).  Eves were not 
recorded for refined whitewares due to lack of time.  A full quantification by fabric, context and feature is available 
in the archive.  All fabric codes were assigned from the Suffolk post-Roman fabric series, which includes Norfolk, 
Essex, Cambridgeshire and Midlands fabrics, as well as imported wares. A ×20 microscope was used for fabric 
identification and characterisation.  Form terminology follows MPRG (1998).  Recording uses a system of letters for 
fabric codes together with number codes for ease of sorting in database format.  SCCAS pottery quantification forms 
were used and the results were input onto an Access 97 database. 
 
Medieval pottery 
This was the largest period group to be collected from the site.  It was dominated by local 
coarsewares.  A small quantity of handmade thin-walled sandy pottery was probably of ‘early 
medieval’ date (11th-12th centuries), occurring only in pit 0007 (fills 0002, 0007).  Small 
quantities of 12th-13th century coarser ‘gritty’ wares (BMCWG, BSW and BCSW) were also 
recovered, including a large piece of a vessel with applied thumbed strips.  No forms were 
identifiable in these fabrics.  The largest group was the high medieval ‘Bury Ware’ (BMCW), 
although three-quarters of the sherds were from a single vessel, a large globular jug with a wide 
strap handle from 0012.  Other identifiable vessels in this fabric included a bowl with a 
developed rim form (0007, 13th-14th c.) and three jars (0014, 13th c.).  Decoration consisted of 
applied thumbed strips and shallow girth-grooving.  A fine sandy ware which is common in Bury 
and may be a later development of Bury Ware, BSFW, also occurred on this site and included 
two jugs.   
 
Glazed wares made up 11% of the medieval assemblage by count, 10% by weight.  Wares 
typical of the town were present, particularly Hedingham Ware, which was represented by two 
decorated jugs from 0007, one with red slip lines and green glaze (burnt) and the other with 
applied pads.  One base sherd of ‘Bury Glazed Ware’, which is of uncertain origin but occurs on 
Bury sites with a low frequency and not elsewhere in the county, was an unstratified find.  Later 
glazed wares consisted of a small piece of Essex slipware, probably Mill Green Ware (0012), 
and a large body sherd of green-glazed Grimston Ware from Norfolk.  An unprovenanced sherd 
with glaze similar to Grimston but in a finer, very much paler grey fabric was also found (0016).  
This had partial glaze internally and may be late or post-medieval, perhaps even late Grimston 
Ware.  No imported wares were present. 
 
Late to post-medieval pottery 
Glazed redwares and whitewares typical of the 16th-18th centuries were found in seven features.  
They included two bases from mugs with facetted pedestals (LMT); a blackware tankard and 
large storage vessel (IGBW); a cup, a bowl, a jug and a pipkin (GRE); a speckle-glazed bowl; a 
whiteware ?bowl (PMWW); and two bowls, a scalloped dish and a plain white posset pot with 
lid (TGE).  The tin-glazed bowls, which were from pit 0003 along with most of the other TGE, 
were decorated with hand-painted floral designs, one in plain blue, the other polychrome and 
very fine. 
 
Refined wares 
All refined whitewares (CRW, PEW) and stonewares (ESWN, ESWS) were collected from two 
related pits, 0003 and 0006.  The sherds represented several plates, cups, bowls and chamber 
pots in creamware and pearlware, the latter with blue hand-painted and transfer printed designs, 
including an early Chinese pattern (L.18th-E.19th c.).  A near-complete quart mug in brown 
Staffordshire-type stoneware was found in 0003, and a rimsherd from a rouletted bowl in 
Nottingham-type stoneware was also found, both of early to mid-18th century date. 
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Building material 
Ceramic Building Material (CBM) 
Sixty-two fragments of CBM were collected.  The CBM was not studied by fabric, but was 
quantified by form, as shown in Table 3. 
 

Type No. Wt/g 
Roof tile 52 2832 
Late brick 7 3318 
Late brick or Roman tile? 1 184 
Floor brick 2 1403 
Drainpipe 1 37 

Table 3. CBM by form. 
 
All but one of the roof tile fragments were in medium sandy red fabrics with ferrous and/or 
micaceous inclusions.  The other was in a poorly mixed red and white fabric and may be of 
medieval date (0010).  No coarse sandy medieval tiles with reduced cores were present. 
 
Late bricks consisted largely of fragments, but one from pit 0010 was complete and measured 
233 × 114 × 48mm.  Another similar fragment from the same pit was 47mm thick.  Bricks of this 
size were used in the early Tudor period (L.15th-M.16th c.).  A fragment from 0013, measuring 
121 × 48mm, may be of the same period.  A fragment from pit 0003 was 65mm thick and 
probably dates to the 17th-18th centuries. 
 
One piece of abraded very dense red sandy ‘brick’ could be a piece of re-used Roman tile, but it 
was found in association with later peg tile, so the context could be post-medieval (0018). 
 
Fragments of floor brick in white-firing fabrics were found in 0013 (worn, 120mm wide) and 
0016 (122 × 43mm).  These were commonly used for flooring in the 18th-19th centuries. 
 
A fragment of modern unglazed drainpipe was recovered from 0003 and is likely to be intrusive. 
 
Mortar 
Pieces of lime mortar were collected from pits 0003 and 0012.  The latter was small and possibly 
intrusive. 
 
Fired clay 
Two tiny fragments of chalk-tempered fired clay were found in pits 0004 and 0005.  They are 
undiagnostic for function, but pieces like this are often the remains of oven domes. 
 
Stone 
Two small fragments of fire-reddened coarse shelly limestone were found in 0012, and there 
were also two larger blocks (not included in the quantification) of coarse shelly and fine-grained 
limestone from this feature.  This type of building material often occurs in post-Dissolution 
contexts in the town, but the pottery from this feature suggests a 13th-14th century date.  One 
fragment of roof tile, if not intrusive, may indicate a late medieval date however. 
 
Miscellaneous 
Glass 
Four fragments of glass were found in pit 0003.  These were pieces of two green ‘onion-shaped’ 
bottles of 17th-18th century date, and a small fragment of uncoloured vessel glass, possibly a 
wine glass of the same date. 
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Clay pipe 
Clay pipe stem fragments were collected from three contexts, most of them from pit 0010, which 
also produced a fragment of a mid-17th century bowl. 
 
Slag 
One fragment of ?modern ferrous slag was unstratified. 
 
Small Finds 
One iron nail was an unstratified find and there were three nails and an unidentified object from 
pit 0012. 
 
Sixteen copper alloy trade tokens, all heavily corroded, were found in pit 0003.  Only one was 
identifiable, and showed the shield of arms of Sudbury in the obverse, with the legend ‘MAY 
THE TRADE OF SUDBURY [FLOURISH]’.  This is a fairly common type and is of late 18th 
century date (Dalton and Hamer 1910, 251). 
 
Biological evidence 
Animal bone 
A relatively large quantity of well-preserved animal bone was recovered, 166 fragments 
weighing 2191g, from eleven features.  The largest groups were from pits 0007, 0010 and 0012.  
The main species represented were cow and sheep, including several juveniles.  Most bones 
showed chop and cut marks from butchery.  There were also a few rabbit, bird, small mammal 
and fish bones.  No attempt was made to quantify by bone type or species due to lack of funding. 
 
Shell 
Thirteen oysters, two cockles and one mussel were collected from seven features. 
 
Charcoal 
Two small fragments of charcoal were found in pit 0007. 
 
Discussion of the finds evidence 
Based on the pottery, the earliest features on the site would appear to be pits 0007, 0012 and 
0014, and posthole 0009.  These produced most of the medieval pottery from the site.  The 
assemblage is typical of the town, although the proportion of glazed wares is relatively low 
(perhaps artificially so, due to the presence of so many sherds of a single coarseware jug). 
 
Pits 0005 and 0016 contained late medieval to early post-medieval wares and are likely to belong 
to the 16th century, although the latter produced a later brick, possibly intrusive and of 18th 
century date.  Pits 0010, 0013 and 0019 are probably broadly contemporary, although they could 
be up to a century later. 
 
The largest assemblage of pottery was found in pit 0003.  This contained food preparation and 
storage vessels, drinking vessels and table wares of late 17th to late 18th/early 19th century date.  
The group is typical of ‘pub clearance’ debris, and contained very few other artefact types.  
However, it did produce sixteen late 18th-century copper alloy trade tokens, all in very corroded 
condition. 
 
Most of the other finds were not studied in any detail.  The ceramic building material was largely 
of late or post-medieval date and some fragments may have been intrusive in earlier features.  
The animal bone is likely to represent butchery/domestic cooking waste of the medieval and 
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post-medieval periods as a wide variety of bones, but a fairly narrow range of animals, is present.  
There is no evidence for industrial exploitation of animals in this group. 
 
Discussion/Conclusions 
 
In discussing the monitoring it should be remembered that the surface of the site was not cleaned 
and that the removal of concrete blocks had obscured the surface.  It is therefore almost certain 
that further unidentified pits existed between the lines of the footings.  The removal of up to 
0.8m of made-up ground and accumulated soil may also have affected the survival of superficial 
evidence such as modest sized postholes for example.  Evidence from neighbouring properties 
suggests that floor levels may have been higher than the current street level.  This was probably 
more pronounced before the tarmacing and build-up of Risbygate Street in recent times.  It 
should be remembered however that the development began c.8m from the present day street 
frontage, which is greater than the projected width of modest sized buildings of the medieval 
period aligned along the street.  Buildings with a gable end onto the street however could extend 
that far back.  This may be considered a possible explanation for the siting of large posthole 
0009.  This feature was substantial enough to form part of a large building of the medieval 
period; it appears to be isolated on this site and without further evidence, which might have 
existed to the west of the development, this interpretation is speculative.  Medieval postholes 
were recorded during the limited excavations which took place at 98A-100 Risbygate Street (Gill 
1998).  In that instance it was demonstrated that postholes and pits predated a mid to late 16th 
century floor (the excavation level at that site was higher than on the current development which 
might explain the paucity of postholes).   
 
The dating evidence from the pits which were identified and sampled is consistent with 
continuous occupation of the site from the 13th-14th centuries.  Although we do not have the 
structural remains at the front of the property, the finds evidence and analogies with sites 
elsewhere in the town (e.g. Tester 2002) are sufficient to suggest that a phase of medieval 
building has been lost from the street front.  The Rising Sun public house was constructed with 
ground beams rather than postholes and represents a later medieval building tradition (c.16th 
century?).   
 
No evidence was found of industrial or craft activity in any of the pits; pit 0003 is suggested to 
contain a possible pub clearance deposit of the late 18th century, perhaps from the adjoining 
public house.  Faunal remains also showed no sign of industrial exploitation.  Many crafts leave 
little archaeologically trace, however, and the street frontage was probably commercial as well as 
domestic.   
 
Seen in the context of the town, it appears that parts of Risbygate Street were well-developed by 
the medieval period.  Archaeological evidence from the town is fragmentary but whereas there 
appear to be gaps in development in the northern part of the town, here development has 
extended c.150m beyond one of the town gates.  This may be a reflection of the importance of a 
busy street frontage over less well-appointed sites that were within the town gates.   
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Appendix 1. Brief and Specification 
 

S U F F O L K  C O U N T Y  C O U N C I L  
 

A R C H A E O L O G I C A L  S E R V I C E  -  C O N S E R V A T I O N  T E A M  
 
 
 

Brief and Specification for Archaeological Monitoring of Development 
 
 

97 RISBYGATE STREET, BURY ST EDMUNDS 
 

Although this document is fundamental to the work of the specialist archaeological contractor the 
developer should be aware that certain of its requirements are likely to impinge upon the working 
practices of a general building contractor and may have financial implications, for example see 
paragraphs 2.3 & 4.3. 

 
 
1. Background 
 
1.1 A planning application (SE/02/3214/P) has been made to build a rear extension to the existing property.   

The local planning authority have been advised that the site has high archaeological potential and that any 
consent should be conditional on a PPG 16, paragraph 30 condition. Assessment of the available 
archaeological evidence indicates that the area affected by new building can be adequately recorded by 
archaeological monitoring. 

 
1.2 The area is on the main medieval roadway west out of the medieval urban area.  The presence of late 

medieval occupation has been demonstrated (e.g. the adjacent timber-framed building), archaeological 
excavation at 100 Risbygate Street recovered evidence of earlier medieval structures and occupation.  
Victorian mapping shows the area generally was heavily used by the malting industry, but it is unclear 
about the specific use of this site.   The potential for medieval and post-medieval settlement is high but as 
the development area does not include road frontage, the potential for significant medieval building 
structures is thought to be low.   The highest potential is for minor ancillary structures, yards and rubbish 
pits. 

 
1.3 In accordance with the standards and guidance produced by the Institute of Field Archaeologists this brief 

should not be considered sufficient to enable the total execution of the project. A Project Design or Written 
Scheme of Investigation (PD/WSI) based upon this brief and the accompanying outline specification of 
minimum requirements, is an essential requirement. This must be submitted by the developers, or their 
agent, to the Conservation Team of the Archaeological Service of Suffolk County Council (Shire Hall, 
Bury St Edmunds IP33 2AR; telephone/fax: 01284 352443) for approval. The work must not commence 
until this office has approved both the archaeological contractor as suitable to undertake the work, and the 
PD/WSI as satisfactory. The PD/WSI will provide the basis for measurable standards and will be used to 
establish whether the requirements of the planning condition will be adequately met.  

 
2. Brief for Archaeological Monitoring 
 
2.1 To provide a record of archaeological deposits which are damaged or removed by any development 

[including services and landscaping] permitted by the current planning consent. 
 
2.2 The main academic objective will centre upon the potential of this development to produce evidence  for 

the medieval and post-medieval (up to 1700) occupation and use of the site.  Particular importance is 
placed upon identifying whether normal domestic use or trade/industry predominated in  this area of the 
town. 

 
2.3 The significant archaeologically damaging activity in this proposal is the site preparation excavation 

including floor formation levels and building footing trenches.  These, and the upcast soil, are to be 
observed whilst they are being excavated by the building contractor. Adequate time is to be allowed for 
archaeological recording of archaeological deposits during excavation, and of soil sections following 
excavation (see 4.3). 
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3. Arrangements for Monitoring 

3.1 To carry out the monitoring work the developer will appoint an archaeologist (the archaeological 
contractor) who must be approved by the Conservation Team of Suffolk County Council’s Archaeological 
Service (SCCAS) - see 1.3 above. 

 
3.2 The developer or his archaeologist will give the Conservation Team of SCCAS five working days notice of 

the commencement of ground works on the site, in order that the work of the archaeological contractor may 
be monitored. The method and form of development will also be monitored to ensure that it conforms to 
previously agreed locations and techniques upon which this brief is based. 

 
3.3 Allowance must be made to cover archaeological costs incurred in monitoring the development works by 

the contract archaeologist.  The size of the contingency should be estimated by the approved archaeological 
contractor, based upon the outline works in paragraph 2.3 of the Brief and Specification and the building 
contractor’s programme of works and time-table. 

 
3.4 If unexpected remains are encountered the Conservation Team of SCCAS must be informed immediately. 

Amendments to this specification may be made to ensure adequate provision for archaeological recording. 
 
4. Specification 
 
4.1 The developer shall afford access at all reasonable times to both the County Council Conservation Team 

archaeologist and the contracted ‘observing archaeologist’ to allow archaeological observation of building 
and engineering operations which disturb the ground. 

 
4.2 Opportunity must be given to the ‘observing archaeologist’ to hand excavate any discrete archaeological 

features which appear during earth moving operations, retrieve finds and make measured records as 
necessary. 

 
4.3 During reduction of site levels to the building floor formation levels unimpeded access at the rate of one 

hour per 10 sq m of surface must be allowed for archaeological recording.  In the case of footing trenches 
unimpeded access at the rate of one and a half hours per 10 metres of trench must be allowed for 
archaeological recording before concreting or building begin. Where it is necessary to see archaeological 
detail one of the soil faces is to be trowelled clean. 

 
4.4 All archaeological features exposed must be planned at a minimum scale of 1:50 on a plan showing the 

proposed layout of the development. 
 
4.5 All contexts must be numbered and finds recorded by context. 
 
4.6 The data recording methods and conventions used must be consistent with, and approved by, the County 

Sites and Monuments Record. 
 
5. Report Requirements 
 
5.1 An archive of all records and finds is to be prepared consistent with the principles of Management of 

Archaeological Projects (MAP2), particularly Appendix 3.This must be deposited with the County Sites 
and Monuments Record within 3 months of the completion of work.  It will then become publicly 
accessible. 

 
5.2 Finds must be appropriately conserved and stored in accordance with UK Institute of Conservators 

Guidelines.  The finds, as an indissoluble part of the site archive, should be deposited with the County 
SMR if the landowner can be persuaded to agree to this.  If this is not possible for all or any part of the 
finds archive, then provision must be made for additional recording (e.g. photography, illustration, 
analysis) as appropriate. 

 
5.3 A report on the fieldwork and archive, consistent with the principles of MAP2, particularly Appendix 4, 

must be provided.  The report must summarise the methodology employed, the stratigraphic sequence, and 
give a period by period description of the contexts recorded, and an inventory of finds.  The objective 
account of the archaeological evidence must be clearly distinguished from its interpretation. The Report 
must include a discussion and an assessment of the archaeological evidence. Its conclusions must include a 
clear statement of the archaeological value of the results, and their significance in the context of the 
Regional Research Framework (East Anglian Archaeology, Occasional Papers 3 & 8, 1997 and 2000). 
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5.4 A summary report, in the established format, suitable for inclusion in the annual ‘Archaeology in Suffolk’ 

section of the Proceedings of the Suffolk Institute of Archaeology, must be prepared and included in the 
project report. 

 
5.5 County Sites and Monuments Record sheets must be completed, as per the county SMR manual, for all 

sites where archaeological finds and/or features are located. 
 
Specification by:     Robert Carr 
 
 
Suffolk County Council 
Archaeological Service Conservation Team 
Environment and Transport Department 
Shire Hall 
Bury St Edmunds 
Suffolk IP33 2AR 
 
 
Date: 3 December 2002      Reference:   /97Risbygate11 
 
 
 

This brief and specification remains valid for 12 months from the above date.  If work is not carried out in 
full within that time this document will lapse; the authority should be notified and a revised brief and 
specification may be issued. 

 
 
 
 
If the work defined by this brief forms a part of a programme of archaeological work required by a 
Planning Condition, the results must be considered by the Conservation Team of the Archaeological 
Service of Suffolk County Council, who have the responsibility for advising the appropriate 
Planning Authority. 
 
 
 
 



- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -
0001 0001 finds V/S finds

0002 0007 pit fill top of pits 0007

0003 0003 pit pit full of broken crockery, black silt fill, shallow OAm deep 0006

0004 0004 pit small pit, not bottomed

0005 0005 pit dark brown fill with mussels, oysters and cockle shells.· Not bottomed.

0006 0006 pit large pit taken down 0.5m, looks older than 0003 but not confirmed? 0003

0007 0007 pit two pits with identical fill, brown silt spoil gone through during machine excavation but low ratio of finds to
spoil?

0008 0008 pit circular pit, not seen excavated, peg tile and animal bone (not kept), 1.3m deep

0009 0009 posthole rectangular with a flat base, clay fill with few finds.

0010 0010 pit friable grey silt fill, bell-shaped many bricks in fill, sample only recovered

0011 not used?

0012 0012 pit dark brown silty loam, lots of ???? pottery, bone, small animal bone etc. 1.2m deep. Contained large blocks of
shelly and fine-grained limestone.

0013 0013 pit? O.Sm deep

0014 0014 pit rectangular top, then bell-shaped at 1.2m, botom at c.2Am

0015 0015 pit circular, straight sided, green-brown loam fill, although only partly excavated few finds, looks medieval!

0016 0016 pit OAm deep, green-brown sticky loam fill

0017 0017 pit rectangular, modem

0018 0018 pit small, rectangular, 0.7m deep, square base

0019 0019 pit appearing in side of two trenches

0020 0020 pit Only the top of this pit was exposed

0021 0021 pit Small pit with friable brown silt fill, suggest post-med but the excavation was not seen and no finds were
recovered

0022 0022 pit Pit cutting the top of 0012. Only a small sample was seen

0023 0022 pit Small pit 0.5m deep not dated, probably recent.

0024 0022 pits context used to refer to several shallow pits/disturbances recent in date(l9th century+)

0025 pit Edge of a pit seen in section. Probably post-medieval but no finds were recovered.

0026 cellar An infilled cellar containing brick rubble. Two courses of bricks were visible at the base of the footings

Appendix 2: Contexts (BSE 210)

opno feature identifier description cuts cutby over under spot date

V/S

13th c.

L.18th c.

LMed+

16th c.

L.18th c.+

13th c.

LMed+

12th-14th c.

17th-18th c.

L.13th-14th c.

16th-17th c.

13th c.

15th-
16thl18th c.+

Med+

17th-18th c.



---------------------
Appendix 3.1: finds quantities (BSE 210)

OPNo

0001

Pottery

No Wtlg

3 0.046

CBM Fired Clay

No Wtlg No Wtlg

Clay pipe

No Wt/g

1 0.003

Glass

No Wt/g

Iron

No Wt/g

1 0.013

Animal bone

No Wt/g

2 0.009

Oyster

No Wt/g

Other shell

No Wt/g

Miscellaneous

1 slag (0.031)

Spotdate

VIS
·0002·········i·2····0:ii36··························· ·························i3th~.············

·0003········j4X···3:Z·9S········7····0:4·79···························j····0:iioz·······4···0.·i7"6··························S····0:089········································3·~~rt~;(0 ..040):·i6A~·(0:i·6Z·)·····················L:j·8th·~:·········
·0004·····'························2····0:099······j····o.oC)i································································3····0:0·i9·······j····ii.006······· ····················LM~d+···········

·000S···········,i····0:j·SZ········2····0:0·2S·······i····O.OO·j······························································j·S····0:297·······j····0·.004·······Z····0·.003··················~···········································i6th~ .. ···········
·0006·········j·i····0:i·09········,i····0:4·jO········· ···················2····0:036························· .

L.18th C.+
·000:.;·········3·S····0:S·39··························· ···················3·8···0:246························ ·······················i3th~ .. ···········
·0008··:·;::·······················2····0:j·OS········ ························Lr..1"~d+···········

'0009":' ·t·····
3
···'o:o'j4'" 'i2th:i4th .~: .

·00iO···········,i····0:0·6S······29····3:4·6Z···························6····0:0·2:i ··········································3·9····0:627·······j····0·.oi:.;······· ·····················i7th:i8th·~:·····

·00i2·········93····i:S40·······j····0:0·70································································4····0·.066·····4j····0:ssj·······4····0·.0SS······················i·~~rt~(0.·002):·2·~t~·~~·(0·.·io·5j····················L:j3th:·i4th·~ .. ··
·00i3············s····0:j·97········s····i:9·jS······· ··························i6th:i7th·~:·····

·00i4·········i·6····0:4·74··························· ··················j·2····0:i4S·······Z····0·.029······ ······················j3th·~ .. ···········
'00i6'" ········3 ·0:0·28······ "s'" ·0:8·0S·····································································································j 0·,007···· 'iSth:j6thij8th"
·00i8···········j····0:0·34·······,i····0:z·si········· ····················2···"D:007·······3····0·.026·······j····O·.OO·j······························································M~d+·············

·00i9···········i····0:0·jS········2····0:j·sO········ ·····················7····0:i62······················· ························j7th:i8th·~:·····

Total 335 6.547 63 7.774 '2 0.002 8 0.032 4 0.176 5 0.079 166 2.191 13 0.144 3 0.004

1



feature 0001
0001 flnds

•••••••••••••••••••••••• __ .. __ •••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••-.:. •••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• __ •••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• __ __ •• J _ .

BGW 4.33 BSI 25 SG Y I 13th-14th c.?IGBW···6."ii·······B······TK?·············F············ ·i ·········i i··························································DB····DB····························· _._._._._ _ i6ili:igfu~:······

feature 0007
0002 pitfill.............................................................................................................................................................................................................................. - _ _ _ _ _._ _ _ _ _ -._ _ _._ _ _ _.

EMW 3.10 U 10 24 + : 11th-12th c.....................................................................................................................................................................................................................- ~ , _ _ _ _ _._ _ _ _ _._ _ _ _ _ _ _..
BSFW 3.31 U 1 4 L.12th·14thc.
Bc~iw'" ·:3.'3·i······· U········································i·········· ii··············································································· '+ , - - _ ·L.·iiili:i4th '~.""

feature 0006
0006 pit

IGBW···6.·ii·······D·······································.i··········i3······················································,···DB····DB··································0003······································· :,. ·····i6th:igth~:······

CRW···· i·io·······RDB·················· g ··65··························································C······ c····································0003······';;~~~~i'~~~;~i;""""""""""""""""" , ······i730:i760·······
...................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................... _._._._._._._ _ _._._ _._ _._ _ _._._._ _._ _._ _ _ _._ _ _ _.

PEW 8.11 BD 2 21 C C 0003 2vessels L.18th·M.19th c.

feature 0005
0005 pit................................................................................................................................................................................- _._ _ - _._._ _ _ _ _ _._._ _ _ -.

L~.~ ~:.1.~ ~ ~~? ! ~~ ~ ~~~:!1.e.~ p.:~~~~ 1.~~:~: !.~~ .c:•.••
LMT 5.10 BD MG? F 2 103 G globular vessel withfacettedpedesta1, bumt edges to base 15th-L.16thc.GRE·····6."ii·······R······EL···· ·P2························i·········i4········ 3·60·············5········································c············..t. ~ 'i6ili:iSth~~"""

19-May-03

Spotdate Type dateAb. Soot Wear Draw? Also in NotesGlaze extlintRim % DecorationWtlg Rim DiamNo.BaseFabric Fab No Type Form Rim

feature 0003
0003 pit

............................................................................................................................................. o, ~ _ ••••••• _ ••• _ _ _. _ ••••••••••••• _ ••• _ ••• _. _ ••• _. _. _. _ _ ••• _ _ ••• _ _.

IGBW 6.11 BD F 13 659 DB DB 1·2 vessels 16th·18th c.
GRE····· 6.·ii······· RDB" Cp'" ··CS·······p ii······· "4ii;······· i·so··········· i4································0······0·················································i'~~~~~i: A~'~~~~~;~;; ~~ i~t'~f~~"""""'" ; 'i6ili:igth ~: .
PMW····6.io······· R······BL?" ··ci·······················i·········i7········ i·30···········i6········································ LG············· ·?p~i~t·d~i;~;it·~;ct·~d·~;;;~t'~iri~"""""""" : 'i6ili:igth ~~ .
TGE····· 6.3"0······· R!lS'" PS'" ··Ai······· p g "i90········ i·50············9································w····· W·············· 'pi~i~'p~~~~t'p~t~iili';p~~t"""""""""""'" , L.·j7:F;·.is······ 'i6ili:iSth~~ .
TGE·····6.3"0·······R"·····LD····Ai······················3··.········45··························································w·····W················································fl~g~dii·d:p~~bfr~~·p;;~s·~t·p~~·pi~· ·················································i6ili:igfu~~······

TGE·····6.3·0·······B························PR"···········3········..35··························································w·····W··························· : ···i6ili:iSth~~······

............................................................................................................................................................' _._ _._._._ -.-._ -._ _ - _._ _._._._ _ _ _ _ _ _ _.
TGE 6.30 R DS 1. 18 W W scalloped dish 16th·18th c.
TGE····· 6.3·0·······Fp·····EL···· ·Ai·······PR"···········5········ ·i6i········i·60·············5·· bi~~ ·p~~t~d·fl;;;~i d~'~""" LB'L'" LEL············· , 'i6ili:igfu~~" .

T~(::::~.i.~:::::::~::::::~~:::::~~:::::::::::::::::::: : : :r:: : : : : : : )?: : : : : : : : ~:~?: : : : : : : : : : : : ~ : : ~~~~~i~~~r~l~?~; !~~:P: : : Y!. : : : : : ~ : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : :~~~~(~~~~?: : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : :(~~~ ~~~~: : : : : : :
C~:Y ~:!.~ ~~~ ..~~ ~:t: ~.~? ~ ~ ~~~~~~! .~~~~~!~'.?~~!~.~~ ~~~~~~-'??~~? : ~..1.~:: 1.?~.~ ..~?~~ .
C~:Y ~:.1.~ !.~ ~.~ ~? ~.?? ~ ~ ~~~~~~ .~:~~:!~'. ?~~ ~~~ ::Y: .s.t~p.~~.i~ ~~: 1.?~~ ..~?~~ .
PEW 8.11 FP HW 2;2 198 blue TP/paint C C _ blue TPlhand painted bowls, cups etc. L.18+ L.18th·M.19th c.
ESWN···s.ii·······R······BL·····C4·······················i·········S3········i·50···········io···ROUL······················i3······B································· , ···················································L.·i7ili:L.·i8ili·~.··

.................................................................................................................................................................- _._ _._ _ _ _ _._ _ _._._._ _ _ _ _._ _ _.
ESWS 8.23 FP MG Al F ) 785 110 18 B B quart mug L.17th·M.18thc.

Ctxt

Appendix 3.2: pottery by phase and context

I
I
I
I
I
I

I
I

I
I
I
I
I

"i

I
I
I
I
I
I
I

0007 pit .EMW····3"."io·······u········································i·········ii,-····································· .t. ······..iiili:iith~~······
Bc~iw'" 3".'3·i······· D·······································i·····"'iii···························· ·AT;.;,;·················································································i'~~~~~i""""""""""""""""""""" L.·iiili:i4th '~'-'"

....................................................................................................................................................................................................................._ ~ - _. _ _. _. _ _.. _.. _. _ _ _ ~ _. _ _. _ _.. _ ..
BMCW 3.33 BU S.5 106 + 1vessels L.12th-14thc....................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................._ _._ _._ _ _._ _ _ _ _._ _ ..
BMCW 3.33 R BL E4 .1 18 340 5 13-14 L.12th-14th c.BMC"W" 3".ii·······U······················ :4······· ··33·················································································· -._ ·3:;I~~~~~i~··················································· , L.·iiili:i·4th~.····
BMC·W··3".3":3·······B························s·············6·········64········································ .t. ·······················4·~~~~~i;······················ ····L~iiili:i·4th~.····

BMCW" 3".3"4······· u······································ :i··········9·····················································································································i'~~~~~i;"""""""""""""""""""""""""""" L.·iiili:i·4thr
HF\\ii'" "4.i3······ .BD······················ s············ ·7······· ·ioi···························· ·APPE······················· 0·························································i'~~~~~i?'b~~'b~;;i································ , ···M."iiili:i1:ijfu~:
HFW·j···4.23·······D······································..,7·········69·····························SLLi3·······················0·························································b~~t·························· ····M."iiili:i1:i3fu~:

feature 0009
0009 posthole

BSW····· 3".3"0······· U···························· :2··········ii···························································································································· , ··L.·iiili:i4th·~.····
BMC·W··3".j·3·······u·······································"i··········3······································ j •••.•••••••••.•••••••••.•••••••.•••.•••••.•••••.•••.•.•.•.•.•.•.•.• ······L.·iiili:i·4th~.····

feature 0010

0010 pit ...... .. .. .. .... .~ ~ _ _. _ _ _. _.. _ _ _ _ _.. -._ _ _. _.. _. _. _. _ _. _ _ _. _ _ .
GRE 6.12 R JG? HI . 1 4 110 5 0 0 l eth-Ixth c............................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................. _ _ -.- _._ _ _ - - _.. _ _._._ _._ .. _._._._._._._ - _ ..
GRE 6.12 D 1 23 0 0 thick walled vessel . l Sth-lSth c.
SPEC···· 6."iS······· R······BL?' ··Ai··················· r'" ··3i,-······· i40··········· i'5" ·iH:L·························B······ B···················· L.·i7ili:i·sth·~.····
TGE····· 6.3"0······· B·················· FR"·········· ··i········· ·5···························· bi~~·p~~t~d·················«':w············· ';:;~'i~bri~"""""""""""""""""""""""" .........•......................................................................... 'i6ili:igfu~~"""

feature 0012



I
Ctxt Fabric Fab No Type Form Rim Base No. Wtlg Rim Dlam Rim % Decoration Glaze extlint Ab. Soot Wear Draw? Also in Notes Spotdate Type date

I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I

0012 pit
.........................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................

BSFW 3.31 H JG I 100 WS handle L.l2th-14th c.
..................................................................................................................................................................................................... • .. •• a.a a .

BSFW 3.31 DB II 53 4·5 vessels L.12th·14th c.
...................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................

BMCW 3.33 RHU JG A2 S 78 1366 lIO 27 GGR WShandlewithIVL L.12th·14thc.BMCW··3.3.3·······VB···························· _ "2 ····:io························.····· ··· .. ···· ·.··················.-··.···.···.·.··············-··.········.. ··········· - ~ -- L.·iith~i4th-; .
......................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................

MGW 4.22 D I I SLLW C L.13th·E.14th c.

feature 0013

0013 pit: _ _ __ . __ ............•.............
GRE 6.12 HD PK 5 197 0 0 handle as EAA13 No.1228 I 6th· I8th c.

feature 0014

0014 pit.................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................•.•.. _ _ .
BSFW 3.31 BSI 51 L.12th·14th c.

............................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................

BMCW 3.33 R JR FI I 55 210 13 L.12th·14th c.
................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................

BMCW 3.33 R JR FI I 19 230 7 L.12th·14th c.
.............................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................. _- .

BMCW 3.33 R JR C3 I 16 170 8 + L.12th-14thc.
............................................................................... , - - - .

BMCW 3.33 D 2 89 ATSV I vessel L.12th·14th c.
............................................................................. , _ ..

BMCW 3.33 DB S 7 186 + 3+ vessels L.12th·14th c.
......................................................................... - , ..

BMCW 3.34 B 2 18 + I vessel L.12th·14thc.
................................................................................................................................................................................................... - _ __ _ _ _ ..

GRIM 4.10 D I 40 G 'L.12th·14thc.

feature 0016

0016 pit c •••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••

~~ ~.?~ ? _ ~-' ~ ~ ? ~~P.~~~!~I~!?~~!~'.?~t.~~?~!:.i~.~~:~~~.~'!~?p!':I~!.?!~y:.?~!?~~.~~l~.~I.~:~................•...•.....................•...... _.!-:..~~~:~.~~.~' .
LMT 5.10 D I 2 C 15th-L.16thc.

................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................... _ _ ..

LMT 5.10 D I 18 G + 15th·L.16thc.

feature 0018
0018 pit

.............................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................
BSFW 3.31 R JG AS 34 90 22 oxidext.,possLMTbutnoglaze L.12th·14thc.

feature 0019
0019 pit

...................................................................................................................................................................... a ' ..

GRE 6.12 D I IS B 16th· I8th c.

335 6547 "

2
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